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The vehicular network is taking great attention from both academia and industry to enable the intelligent transportation
system (ITS), autonomous driving, and smart cities. The system provides extremely dynamic features due to the fast
mobile characteristics. While the number of different applications in the vehicular network is growing fast, the quality of
service (QoS) in the 5G vehicular network becomes diverse. One of the most stringent requirements in the vehicular
network is a safety-critical real-time system. To guarantee low-latency and other diverse QoS requirements, wireless
network resources should be effectively utilized and allocated among vehicles, such as computation power in cloud, fog,
and edge servers; spectrum at roadside units (RSUs); and base stations (BSs). Historically, optimization problems have
mostly been investigated to formulate resource allocation and are solved by mathematical computation methods. However,
the optimization problems are usually nonconvex and hard to be solved. Recently, machine learning (ML) is a powerful
technique to cope with the complexity in computation and has capability to cope with big data and data analysis in the
heterogeneous vehicular network. In this paper, an overview of resource allocation in the 5G vehicular network is
represented with the support of traditional optimization and advanced ML approaches, especially a deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) method. In addition, a federated deep reinforcement learning- (FDRL-) based vehicular communication is
proposed. The challenges, open issues, and future research directions for 5G and toward 6G vehicular networks, are
discussed. A multiaccess edge computing assisted by network slicing and a distributed federated learning (FL) technique is
analyzed. A FDRL-based UAV-assisted vehicular communication is discussed to point out the future research directions for
the networks.

1. Introduction

The 5G new radio (NR) is driven by the demand for the large
volume of data due to the burst growth of cellular mobile
devices and vehicles [1]. It allows numerous different appli-
cations to make lives easier, smoother, and more comfort-
able. In the intelligent transportation system (ITS),
autonomous driving, and smart city areas, 5G is expected to
improve safety, increase experience comport, reduce traffic
congestion, and lower air pollution [2]. Vehicles will be
highly connected with the aid of the ubiquitous wireless net-
work at anytime and anywhere [3]. Thus, the 5G vehicular

network becomes heterogeneous due to different applica-
tions. Accordingly, the quality of services (QoS) is diverse.
One critical requirement in the vehicular network to guaran-
tee the safe transportation is an extremely low-latency com-
munication. To satisfy these QoS demands, resource
management approaches such as computation power at
cloud, fog, and edge servers; spectrum allocation at roadside
units (RSUs); and base stations (BSs) for vehicular user
equipment (VUE) have been extensively investigated. Nor-
mally, optimization problem approaches are formulated for
resource management such as computation power minimiza-
tion, sum-rate maximization, and latency minimization. In a
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few simple cases, a convex optimization is enough to achieve
these objectives. However, in reality, most of the formulated
optimization problems for wireless resource management
are strongly nonconvex and nondeterministic polynomial-
time hardness (NP-hard). Due to the hard mathematical
computation, there are no effective and strong enough algo-
rithms to find the optimal or even suboptimal points. In
addition, the vehicular network comes with a lot of new ser-
vice applications and the natural-mobility characteristics.
Accordingly, the data becomes extremely big and hard to
analyze. Thus, a new strong computation method needs to
be deployed to cope with these challenges. A machine learn-
ing (ML), especially deep reinforcement learning (DRL), is an
emerging algorithm to work with big data and data analysis,
which can effectively support in resource management for
vehicular networks. More than that, a distributed learning
approach such as federated deep reinforcement learning
(FDRL) allows DRL algorithm learning without sharing vehi-
cles’ dataset. Thus, the latency is reduced and the privacy is
guaranteed. In order to provide connectivity everywhere
and every time, UAVs are deployed in vehicular networks
and act as flying BSs. Therefore, a FDRL-based UAV-
assisted 5G and toward 6G vehicular networks are proposed.

5G and 6G vehicular networks become heterogeneous,
including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) links, vehicle-to-
infrastructure (V2I) links, vehicle-to-pedestrian (V2P) links,
and vehicle-to-everything (V2X) links [4]. More specifically,
a 5G heterogenous vehicular network is illustrated in
Figure 1. A dedicated short range communication (DSRC)
is designed as a two-way short-range communication
channel among vehicles. A cellular-based vehicular net-
work comprises macro-BSs and RSUs to provide a wider
communication range and high data rate services for VUEs.
More specifically, in the 5G vehicular network, vehicles are
connected to each other, to the infrastructure, and to pedes-
trians on the ground to support intelligent transportation
purposes. Unlike 5G, the 6G AI-enabled vehicular network
does not only keep the same communication architecture of
the intelligent transportation but also allows communica-
tions among space-air-ground (SAG), even underwater vehi-
cles, which is illustrated in Figure 2. In space, there are

satellite communications and communications between the
satellite level and the air level (e.g., airplanes). These airplanes
are connected to each other to transmit data or information.
Below the air level is UAV communication. These UAVs
have twomissions, which includes communication to the air-
planes and communication to the ground level (e.g., BSs,
RSUs, and autonomous driving cars). At the ground level,
there are V2V, V2I, and V2X communications to ensure
the safe transportation. Moreover, at the sea level, unmanned
underwater vehicles (e.g., submarine) and ships are con-
nected to each other and connected to UAVs in case of disas-
ter emergency rescue. According to the aforementioned
heterogeneous 5G and 6G vehicular networks, their QoS
requirements become diverse.

5G NR supports new diverse QoS demands target-
ing ultra-reliable low-latency communication (URLLC),
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Figure 1: A 5G heterogeneous vehicular network.
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Figure 2: A 6G heterogeneous vehicular network.
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enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), and massive machine-
type communications (mMTC) [5]. The URLLC service
requires 99:999% reliabile transmission within 1ms end-to-
end (E2E) latency with larger support of up to 1 million
devices/km2. After completion in investigation of 5G NR,
the 6G network will be investigated for the future evolution
of a network intelligentization [6] and is expected to be
deployed by 2030 [7]. Some predicted scenarios for the 6G
network are described as an improvement of the 5G network.
A further-enhanced mobile broadband (FemBB) with a peak
throughput of 1 Tb/s (1000 times larger than the 5G net-
work) [8] is necessary for the 6G network. The delay require-
ment defined as event-defined ultra-reliable and low-latency
communication (EDURLLC) is reduced by at least 10 times
(from 1ms to less than 50 ns) [9]. The reliability needs to
be guaranteed at 99:99999% [10] to support unmanned sys-
tems such as autonomous driving and unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs). Moreover, spectrum and energy efficiency must
be achieved over 10 times compared to the 5G network. The
6G network requires connection density of up to 1000 times
to reach 107–108 km2 [11], and mobility requirement is
enhanced from 500 km/h to subsonic 1000 km/h (airplane)
[12]. Further, it demands extremely low-power communica-
tion (ELPC) and long-distance and high mobility communi-
cation (LDHMC) [13]. Therefore, new application scenarios
towards 2030 in the 6G network are intelligent life, intelligent
production, and intelligent society [14].

To satisfy the diverse QoS requirements in the 5G vehic-
ular network, computation power needs to be effectively uti-
lized at cloud, fog, and edge servers and spectrum resource
should be fairly allocated to VUEs at RSUs and BSs [15].
Thus, an optimization problem in a joint of computation
power and radio resource utilization needs to be addressed
to support diverse QoS requirements. Most of optimization
problems are formulated to maximize sum-rate and energy
efficiency and minimize E2E latency under the QoS con-
straints. However, these optimization problems are noncon-
vex and hard to solve due to mixed-integer nonlinear
programming (MINLP). In addition, with the burst increase
in the number of VUEs, the problem of big data and data
analysis becomes complex. Thus, ML is proposed to cope
with these challenges. According to the learning ways to
build the models, ML can be separated into four different cat-
egories [16]. Firstly, a supervised learning is a type of algo-
rithm that works with labeled data to find a good function
of mapping the inputs and the outputs. Secondly, an unsu-
pervised learning, such as deep learning (DL), is a technique
that works with unlabeled data to find the common traffic
patterns and then divides them into clusters. Thirdly, a semi-
supervised learning is between supervised and unsupervised
learning algorithms and can be divided into transductive
and inductive learning. Lastly, a reinforcement learning
(RL) is a technique to find a policy to maximize the sum of
rewards. Recently, there are two ML approaches in solving
resource management problems. The first approach is a
DL-assisted optimization problem. The objective function
in the optimization problem is treated as a loss function in
supervised learning approach. Then, stochastic gradient
descent is employed to find the suboptimal and optimal

points. However, in the heterogeneous vehicular network,
how to obtain the training dataset for training an ML algo-
rithm is a big problem. Thus, the other approach is deep rein-
forcement learning- (DRL-) based resource allocation. DRL
supports decision making in resource allocation at RSUs
and BSs by designing a reward signal related to the ultimate
goal. Then, the learning algorithm automatically finds a gra-
dient decent solution to manage resource in the vehicular
network.

A federated learning (FL) method can deal with the lack
of privacy due to all of the raw data in vehicles transmitted
to the central server for computing and processing. It is a dis-
tributed machine learning method and first proposed by
Google [17]. It allows multiple parties (e.g., VUEs) to jointly
train a model at a BS or a RSU while mitigating the privacy
risk and reducing the latency. In traditional ML approaches,
ML algorithms are employed at the central servers. Then, all
the raw data from each vehicles are transmitted to the central
servers for computing and making decisions to allocate radio
and power resources for individual vehicles. Even though, via
this approach, the central servers have the overview of all
their vehicles, privacy issues are not guaranteed. In the con-
trast, for a FL approach, the same ML algorithms are
employed at both the central servers and multiple vehicles.
At first, global ML models at the center servers initialize
global parameters. Then, they choose vehicular participants
to incorporate for training the global models and send these
parameters to them. The participants use the received
parameters to train their local models based on their own
local dataset. Instead of transmitting all the raw data to the
center servers, after a predefined training period, vehicles
only send the update parameters to the center servers. Then,
the central servers aggregate all the new parameters via an
algorithm such as federated averaging (FedAvg) and use the
updates to train their own models. These steps are iterative
until the global models are satisfied. Thus, the privacy is
guaranteed and the latency is reduced.

In order to achieve the new stringent latency require-
ment, immediate vehicular connectivities need to be satisfied.
However, due to the vehicular traffic dynamics, the tradi-
tional infrastructures (e.g., macro BSs, RSUs) can not imme-
diately provide the connectivities. Thus, it leads to negative
impacts on the vehicular connectivity performance such as
weak communication links and broken links among V2V
and V2I communication. To deal with these challenges,
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used as flying BSs to
provide connectivities for vehicles. In the communication
scenario, UAVs are equipped with wireless communication
devices and other related electronics to serve the vehicular
network. In the work of [18], UAVs act as flying BSs to
deliver data from the vehicular sources to the vehicular desti-
nations, or the far away BSs and RSUs. By this approach, the
data delivery delay is reduced. More specifically, due to the
advanced properties such as flexibility, mobility, and adap-
tive altitude, UAVs can provide wireless network connection
to improve capacity, coverage, and energy efficiency to the
vehicular network. However, due to the energy limitation of
the battery in UAVs, there must be intelligent methods
(e.g., transmit power and resource allocation strategy and
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position selection) based onML approaches to improve UAV
capacity. Moreover, obtaining the dataset for the training
phase in ML algorithms is hard due to the dynamics of the
vehicular environment and UAVs. DRL is one of the best
ML algorithms, which can learn without the dataset. More
efficiently, to reduce latency and signaling overhead, a FL
algorithm named federated deep reinforcement learning
(FDRL) can be used.

The main problem addressed in this comprehensive sur-
vey is ML, especially DRL approach-based resource manage-
ment techniques to guarantee the diverse QoS requirements
in 5G and toward 6G vehicular networks. More specifically,
the main contributions are to overview the recent advanced
techniques such as mathematical computation, ML, DRL,
and FDRL approaches for computation power in cloud, fog,
and edge layers and resource allocation at RSUs, BSs, and
UAVs in 5G and toward 6G vehicular networks summarized
as follows:

(i) Providing the diverse QoS requirements in 5G and
6G vehicular networks

(ii) Reviewing the recent advanced techniques of tradi-
tional mathematical computation and ML and
DRL approach-based resource management in
cloud, fog, and edge servers at BSs, RSUs, and UAVs

(iii) Analyzing the multiaccess edge computing with net-
work slicing and distributed FL techniques, FDRL-
based UAV-assisted communication to support the
vehicular network

(iv) Pointing out challenges, open issues and future
research direction to guarantee the diverse QoS
requirements in 5G and toward 6G vehicular
networks

Along with the emerging research topic represented in
this comprehensive survey, there are various related surveys
as follows.

A survey of a self-organizing network in vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs) is represented [19]. The issues of
resource allocation related to the heterogeneous vehicular
communication are discussed. Similarly, in the work in
[20], a heterogeneous vehicular network (HetVNET) inte-
grated with a cellular network in dedicated short-range com-
munication is reviewed through a cross layer (i.e., medium
access control (MAC) and network layer). However, a com-
putation power and resource allocation in the physical layer
based on ML and DRL algorithms are not investigated in
these comprehensive surveys. Besides that, a visible light
communication (VLC) usage is reviewed in vehicle applica-
tions [21]. The recent advanced techniques in VLC, their
challenges, and solutions are analyzed. In [22], resource
management is discussed in cloud computing for the vehicu-
lar network. The unique characteristics of vehicular nodes
(i.e., high mobility, resource heterogeneity, and intermittent
network connection) are included to cope with resource
management. In [23], the authors represent a comprehensive
survey on resource allocation for the two dominant vehicular

communication technologies including dedicated short-
range communication (DSRC) and cellular vehicular net-
works (CelVNET). However, DRL-based resource manage-
ment to improve the diverse QoS requirements are not
included in these articles.

ML technique- (e.g., support vector machine (SVM), K-
nearest neighbor (KNN), deep learning (DL), and deep Q-
learning) based solutions for the vehicular network are dis-
cussed. The connected and autonomous vehicles (CAVs)
and intelligent transportation system (ITS) supported by
ML algorithms are reviewed [24]. In [25], an intelligent and
secure toward 6G vehicular network with the support of
ML algorithms is represented. However, the paper [24, 25]
mainly discusses about security issues over the vehicular net-
work while challenges of resource management (i.e., compu-
tation power and spectrum allocation) in both cloud, fog,
edge computing, and RSUs; BSs are not mentioned in these
comprehensive surveys. An AI approach-based resource
management is represented [26]. An ML algorithm inte-
grated with the cognitive radio vehicular ad-hoc network
(CR-VANET) is reviewed. Even though the recent advance-
ments in the amalgamation of prominent technologies and
future research direction are given, resource management
in both cloud, fog, and edge computing based on DRL and
FDRL and assisted by UAVs to reduce latency for the vehic-
ular network is not discussed in the survey.

Since the comprehensive overview of computation power
in cloud, fog, and edge servers and spectrum allocation sup-
ported by ML, especially DRL, and FDRL algorithms, and
assisted by UAVs in 5G and toward 6G vehicular networks
has not received much attention. Therefore, in this compre-
hensive survey, a DRL-based computation power and
resource allocation to guarantee the diverse QoS require-
ments is given.

The rest of this work is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the DRL background. The diverse QoS require-
ments in 5G and 6G vehicular networks are addressed in Sec-
tion 3. Computational power and resource allocation
approaches in cloud, fog, and edge computing for the 5G
vehicular network are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5,
UAV-assisted vehicular communication techniques are dis-
cussed with the support of the FDRL algorithm. Challenges,
open issues, and future direction to manage resource are
given in Section 6. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 7.

2. Background of Deep Reinforcement Learning

Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is a machine learning
algorithm. It consists of reinforcement learning (RL) and
deep learning (DL). A sequential decision making is
addressed via minimizing a reward while interacting with
the unknown environment in every different application.
Since the algorithm does not require many datasets for train-
ing itself, it is suitable with the dynamic environment charac-
teristics in 5G and toward 6G vehicular networks.

2.1. Reinforcement Learning. Reinforcement learning (RL) is
an adaptable algorithm which learns with the absence of a
training dataset [27]. Thus, it automatically adapts to the
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new environment. Moreover, it allows online learning to sup-
port real-time signal communication between V2V, V2I, and
V2X links [28]. Hence, it takes advantages in a dynamic
vehicular network. RL has applications in healthcare [29],
finance [30], and manufacturing [31]. In the autonomous
driving area, the RL algorithm has been widely investigated
in both academia and industry to support the stochastic
vehicular environment due to time-varying service demands
[32].

A basic RL model is illustrated in Figure 3. An agent is an
entity, which performs an action a in an environment to gain
a reward r. Hence, an environment in the physical world is in
which the agent performs its action. A state s describes the
current situation of the environment and all the possible
actions that the agent can take. More specifically, at each
time, the agent observes some representation of the environ-
ment state s by interacting with it. Then, the agent selects an
action a from the action set A . Following the action, the
agent receives a reward r. One of the most common algo-
rithms used in the field of RL is a Q-learning algorithm.
The reward value in this algorithm is called Q value given
by [33] as follows:

Q∗ s, að Þ⟵Q s, að Þ + α r + γ max a′f g Q s′, a′
� �

−Q s, að Þ
h i

,

ð1Þ

where Q∗ðs, aÞ and Qðs, aÞ are the new Q value and the old Q
value, respectively. α is the learning rate and γ ∈ ð0, 1� is the
discount factor. The notation r denotes the reward. The term
of maxfa′g Qðs, a′Þ is the target.

2.2. Deep Learning. A deep learning (DL), known as a deep
network, is based on artificial neural network (ANN). There
are different existing DL algorithms such as the recurrent
neural network (RNN), long short-term memory (LSTM),
convolutional neural network (CNN), and deep neural net-
work (DNN). Deep learning has many applications in auton-
omous driving [34], finance [35], and agriculture [36]. Since
a DLmodel requires less formal statistical training, it can deal
with the characteristics of the recent vehicular network. In
addition, it has capability to detect nonlinear relationships
between dependent and independent variables to improve
the accuracy prediction.

A fully connected deep network model is illustrated in
Figure 4. There are three types of layers, which comprises
of an input layer, hidden layers, and output layer. The num-
ber of neuron cells in each layer and the number of hidden
layers can be varied according to the different applications.
One of the common algorithms used in the field of DL is
an LSTM model. Its architecture is illustrated in Figure 5.
In this model, an LSTM cell is considered as a neuron cell
in the hidden layers of a fully connected deep network.

Input data Output dataState 

Agent

Reward Action 

Evironment

s r a

Agent

Reward r

Figure 3: A reinforcement learning model.
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Figure 4: A fully connected deep network model.
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A specific example of handwriting recognition is
described to explain Figure 5. There are several steps happen-
ing in a LSTM cell, given in [37]. In the first step, in order to
predict the next word in a sentence based on the historical
data, the data might be stored in the LSTM cell. In case of
changing the predicted subject, the cell wants to forget the
previous data. This process is performed in the forget gate
given by at time t

f t = σ V f xt +Uf ht−1 + bf
� �

, ð2Þ

where f and σ denote the forget gate’s activation vector and
the sigmoid activation function, respectively. V and U are
the weight matrices. The notations x and h are the input vec-
tor and the hidden state vector. b denotes the bias vector. In
the second step, the LSTM cell decides which data should be
stored. This step must be done within two parts. The first part
decides which data should be updated by sigmoid function σ
at the input gate’s activation vector i

it = σ Vixt +Uiht−1 + bið Þ: ð3Þ

The second part creates a vector of data ~c by using tanh
activation function

~ct = tanh Vcxt +Ucht−1 + bcð Þ: ð4Þ

The third step is to decide whether the cell should drop
the data and the cell gets the new potential data c by

ct = f t ∘ ct−1 + it ∘~ct: ð5Þ

At the end, the LSTM cell decides what should be the out-
put by performing two parts. The first part makes a decision
of which data is going to the output by a sigmoid activation
function

ot = σ Voxt +Uoht−1 + boð Þ, ð6Þ

and the second part is to normalize the values of data
between −1 and 1 given by

ht = ot ∘ σ ctð Þ: ð7Þ

After prediction, the fully connected deep network with
LSTM cells in hidden layers calculates the loss function
(e.g., mean squared error) to validate the model.

2.3. Deep Reinforcement Learning. A deep reinforcement
learning (DRL) is a computational approach of learning from
an action. It can learn in the absence of a training dataset. It
comprises of a DL algorithm and an RL algorithm to the
agent learning the best actions in the virtual environment
to attain its goal. DRL has many different existing applica-
tions (e.g., self-driving cars, industrial automation, trading
and finance, and natural language processing).

Deep Q-learning is one of the most common algorithms
used in the field of DRL. A deep Q-learning model is illus-
trated in Figure 6. The algorithm consists of a DL and a Q-
learning algorithm. In the deep Q-learning, a DL network
(e.g., RNN model) is used to approximate the Q value. The
states s ∈ S are considered as the inputs of a DL network,
and the Q values of all possible actions a ∈A are generated
as the outputs of the DL network.

Instead of updating Q values in every iteration as in the
Q-learning algorithm, the objective of a deep Q-learning
algorithm is to minimize a loss function L by updating
parameter θk in every iteration k, given by [33] as follows:

L s, a ∣ θkð Þ = r + γ max a′f g Q s′, a′
� �

−Q s, a ∣ θkð Þ
� �2

,

ð8Þ

where θk is the weight and bias parameter needed to be
updated in every iteration k.

3. QoS Requirements in the 5G and 6G
Vehicular Networks

3.1. QoS Requirements in the 5G Vehicular Network. 5G is
built to support three categories including ultra-reliable
low-latency communication (URLLC), enhanced mobile
broadband (eMBB), and massive machine-type communica-
tions (mMTC) [5]. The V2X application scenario was
defined in the standard of the enhanced 5G V2X service. It
supports advanced applications including extended sensor
and state map sharing, vehicle platooning, remote driving,
and advanced driving. 5G connectivity is built upon the

ht

ht

ct

xt

ft
it

ot

ct–1

ht–1

𝜎 𝜎 𝜎tanh

tanh

Figure 5: A long short-term memory model.
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packet data unit (PDU) session concept from information-
centric networks. Each PDU session comprises of multiple
QoS flows. It defines the finest granularity of QoS differenti-
ation within a PDU session. In general, a QoS metric is
defined as a set of parameters. It includes packet delay budget
(PDB) ðmsÞ, packet error rate (PER) ð%Þ, and guaranteed
and maximum bit (GMB) rate ðkpsÞ. Vehicle platooning ser-
vices have requirements of end-to-end (E2E) latency down to
10 ðmsÞ with 99:99% reliability. On the other hand, advanced
driving services [38] require communication channels, which
must support the bitrate up to 1 ðGb/sÞ with the E2E latency
down to 3 ðmsÞ and reliability up to 99:999%.

3.2. QoS Requirements in the 6G Vehicular Network. 6G sup-
ports a fully connected and intelligent digital world [7]. It is
expected to be deployed by 2030. The communication system
is expected to associate with services, which have different
requirements. One of these services is ultra-high speed with
low-latency communications (uHSSLC). It reduces E2E
latency to less than 1 ðmsÞ [10] with more than 99:99999%
reliability [11]. In the scenario of ultra-high data density
(uHDD), 6G is expected to provide Gbps coverage every-
where. The coverage of the new environment such as the
sky and sea is up to 10000 ðkmÞ and 20 ðnauticalmilesÞ
[39], respectively. Moreover, ubiquitous mobile ultra-
broadband (uMUB) requires 1 ðTpsÞ peak data rate. The 6G
network will provide massive machine-type communication
up to 10 ðmillion devices/km2Þ. In the other hand, autono-
mous driving has characteristics in ultra-high mobility (up
to 1000 ðkm/hÞ) with terabytes generated per driving hour.
In this scenario, 6G is expected to support reliability up to
99:99999% and E2E latency down to 1 ðmsÞ [39].

4. Computation Power and Resource Allocation
Techniques for the 5G Vehicular Network

According to the aforementioned 5G heterogeneous vehicu-
lar network, computation power and resource allocation
have been widely investigated to guarantee the diverse QoS
requirements. It includes stringent sensitive latency, high
throughput, and massive connected vehicles. Among all of
them, E2E latency is the most strict requirement in vehicular

communications. By effectively utilizing computation power
and resource allocation, the latency can be guaranteed.
Resource management approaches in vehicle cloud comput-
ing (VCC) [40], vehicle fog computing (VFC) [41], and vehi-
cle edge computing (VEC) [42] are illustrated in Figure 7,
which have been significantly studied to guarantee the desir-
able latency 1ms. The recent advanced techniques of compu-
tation power and spectrum allocation are analyzed in cloud,
fog, and edge computing via traditional optimization
approaches, ML-based approaches, and DRL-assisted
approaches. These techniques are represented in the follow-
ing subsections.

4.1. Computation Power and Resource Allocation in Cloud
Computing for the 5G Vehicular Network.A cloud computing
is a network access model [43]. In other words, it is the deliv-
ery of computing services, including processing, computa-
tion power, and resources from vehicles to the cloud
servers. Following the delivery, wireless network resources
in vehicles are effectively saved. From that, the resources
become available for sharing among other neighbor vehicles.
A cloud computing system is illustrated in Figure 8. In this
scenario, RSUs and macro-BSs act as gateways and are used
to connect VUEs to their cloud servers while vehicles are
moving. There are four layers in a cloud computing network
for the vehicular network [44]. It consists of a perception
layer, a coordination layer, an AI layer, and a smart applica-
tion layer.

4.1.1. Optimization Theory Techniques. An approach of
service-based resource block (RB) allocation to improve
spectrum efficiency is proposed [45]. The services include
basic safety services (beacon messages), advanced safety ser-
vices (cameras), and traffic efficiency services (dynamic
map update and intersection speed advisory). They are
defined as user’s service experiences. In this paper, the total
bandwidth at the BSs is maximized via a formulated optimi-
zation problem under the QoS constraints. Similarly, in [46],
spectrum and transmit power are effectively allocated to
ensure the safety-critical information transmission for Inter-
net of vehicle (IoV). The ergodic capacity of V2I links is max-
imized under latency constraints. Hence, the latency
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Figure 6: A deep Q-learning model.
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requirement of V2V links is achieved via the simulation
results. In order to meet the ultra-reliable low-latency vehic-
ular communication, a strategy of virtual cell member selec-
tion and time-frequency RB allocation is identified [47].
Specifically, a position-based user centric radio resource
management is investigated. The results show that ultra-

reliable low-latency requirement is guaranteed in the vehicu-
lar network.

Besides E2E latency, reliability is guaranteed by effec-
tively allocating the radio resource [48]. When vehicles
appear in the out of coverage area, it leads to periodic and
aperiodic V2V communication. In the article, a prediction
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Edge computing

Fog cg omputing

Edge computing

Figure 7: A computing model for the vehicular network.
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Figure 8: A cloud computing model for the vehicular network.
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algorithm is used to predict the arrival rate of ad hoc services.
Then, the radio resource defined as RBs is preallocated for
the unexpected events inside the delimited out of coverage
areas. In [49], an integration of a cloud computing and a
vehicular network is studied. Vehicles share computation
power, bandwidth, and storage resources to guarantee the
URLLC requirement via an optimization problem. Then, a
game theoretical approach is used to effectively allocate all
these above resources. A good performance in the shared
resources is achieved via the simulation results. Another
approach, an optimal RB, an optimal power control, and
optimal number of active antennas are considered to maxi-
mize energy efficiency in the vehicular network [50]. In addi-
tion, a short block length of channel codes is proposed to
reduce transmission latency and to increase reliability. The
simulation results show that the low-latency transmission
and highly reliable communication are achieved.

Despite the good performance of low-latency high-
reliable vehicular communication, complex computation of
the optimization problems is a critical issue. Thus, ML algo-
rithms are employed to tackle these challenges.

4.1.2. Supervised Learning-Assisted Techniques. A policy
framework-based resource allocation is investigated to guar-
antee the diverse QoS requirements [51]. A policy frame-
work, consisting of multiple network slices, is designed with
the supports of software-defined networking (SDN) and net-
work function virtualization (NFV). A network slice is an
independent end-to-end (E2E) logical network. Then, multi-
slices share a common physical infrastructure, including the
radio access network (RAN), core network (CN), unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs), and satellites. From that, the QoS
requirements are guaranteed. Recently, a combination of a
softwarelization function with an ML algorithm is an emerg-
ing research topic in both mobile and vehicular networks. In
[52], a network slice is defined through the SDN-enabled core
network and SDN-enabled wireless data plane. In the article, a
resource management module (RMM) is designed to estimate
the radio resource for the individual slice. The concurrent neu-
ral network (CNN), deep neural network (DNN), and long
short-term memory (LSTM) algorithms are used to classify
the vehicular traffic patterns of vehicles. From the classifica-
tion results, the same traffic VUEs are assigned according to
their corresponding network slices. Then, the corresponding
RSU or BS allocates radio resource slices to these network
slices. The simulation results show that the latency and the
other QoS requirements are guaranteed.

In some cases, network slices are defined as mobile virtual
network operators (MVNOs) and share a common physical
infrastructure of a mobile network operator (MNO). The
transmit power and overhead of signaling in vehicles are
reduced [53]. In this paper, an emerging distributed feder-
ated learning (FL) is studied to estimate the tail distribution
of the queue length in the vehicular network. The queue
length distribution is described by the extreme value theory
(EVT). It is estimated by a maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) algorithm. Finally, the distributed FL is applied to
reduce the signaling overhead. Accordingly, the optimal
transmit power is used to release the queue. The simulation

shows that the ultra-reliable low-latency vehicular communi-
cation is guaranteed while the signaling overhead is reduced.
An age of information- (AoI-) based resource allocation is
investigated [54]. An AoI is defined as the time elapsed since
the generation of the last received status update. This infor-
mation is kept in VUEs for network analysis purposes. When
these information are growing too large, it leads to informa-
tion violation problem. In this paper, the tradeoff of reliabil-
ity between maximizing the knowledge gains about the
network and minimizing the probability that the AoI exceeds
a predefined threshold is analyzed. After that, a Gaussian
process regression (GPR) approach is studied to predict the
future of AoI exceeding a predefined threshold.

Luckily, the supervised learning shows the good perfor-
mance in the dynamic vehicular network. However, in the
practical scenario, it is hard to obtain the training data for
ML models in the dynamic environment. Hence, a DRL algo-
rithm is proposed to train the model with the absence of
training data.

4.1.3. DRL-Based Techniques. A DRL approach-based com-
putational offloading algorithm for multilevel-vehicular
cloud computing is investigated [55]. More specifically, an
AoI-aware radio resource allocation is analyzed. Then, a
discrete-time single-agent Markov decision process (MDP),
one of the DRL algorithms, is applied to capture the AoI.
From the observation, another single-agent MDP is applied
to help the RSU allocating frequency bands for all VUEs.
The results show that the total shared radio resources among
vehicles are minimized while the low-latency high-reliable
vehicular communication is guaranteed. Besides that, in
order to have a safe traffic driving and to keep the stability
among vehicles in a platooning problem for the vehicular
network, a joining of the optimal radio resource and control
problem is formulated [56]. The problem is solved by the
bipartite graph and heuristic gradient descent algorithm
(HGDA). The simulation results show that the low latency
is achieved and the stability among vehicles are guaranteed.

A channel selection-based resource allocation technique
is studied [57]. A DRL algorithm is used to support the RSUs
in making decision to select channels and allocate these
channels to the vehicles on demand. In addition, the state-
transition probability distribution of the cloud computing
system matrices is derived by an infinite horizon semi-
Markov decision process (SMDP) model. The maximum of
the total long-term expected rewards of the cloud computing
system is achieved by optimally allocating the resources to
serve the requesting users. Besides, a semi-Markov decision
process (SMDP) model-based resource allocation is pro-
posed to immediately support service requests from VUEs
[58]. In this paper, RSUs are integrated with vehicular cloud
computing (VCC). Due to the nonfixed arrival time and V2V
and V2I links, the vehicular network becomes heterogeneous.
The reliable vehicular communication is achieved via this
proposal. A DRL approach-assisted resource allocation opti-
mization is represented [59]. The problem is considered as a
joint problem of spectrum and computation power allocation
in the vehicular network. Then, both single-agent RL and
multiagent RL are used to find the optimal solution.
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A DRL approach-based resource allocation outperforms
the conventional optimization problems and supervised
learning approaches in the scenario of the heterogeneous
vehicular network. However, the problems of high latency,
security, and privacy from cloud computing cause unreliable
low-latency communication. Hence, a fog computing net-
work is proposed to improve latency, which remains in the
cloud computing network for vehicles.

4.2. Computation Power and Resource Allocation in Fog
Computing for the 5G Vehicular Network. A fog computing
is known as a fog networking. The data processing, computa-
tion power, and resources can be offloaded from the cloud
servers to the fog servers. It is developed to serve a large num-
ber of heterogeneous and distributed devices [60]. A fog
computing network is illustrated in Figure 9. In this scenario,
RSUs and macro-BSs are deployed on the ground to serve
their vehicles. There are wireless communications among
V2V and V2X links. On the other hand, the connections
between RSUs and BSs and between these units to the fog
computing servers are wired transmission methods. The fog
servers are deployed closer to the end users (e.g., VUEs) than
cloud servers. Thus, the latency due to data transmission,
compared to cloud computing, is significantly reduced. Spe-
cifically, during the peak time, this approach reduces the pro-
cessing delay and the responding time to end VUEs [61].

4.2.1. Optimization Theory Techniques. A joining of an opti-
mization for user association, radio resource allocation, and
power utilization is investigated [62]. In this article, a cross-
computing layer, consisting of a cloud and a fog network, is
designed to allocate computation power. It takes responsibil-

ity of the global traffic management and the large-scale traffic
light control. The joint optimization problem is solved by an
iterative optimization algorithm. By this approach, the trans-
mission delay is reduced. Besides, a contract-based incentive
mechanism and a matching-based computation task assign-
ment are designed [63]. The optimization problem is solved
by a pricing-based stable matching algorithm. A fog-
enhanced radio access network (FeRAN) is studied to
improve the diverse QoS services [64]. Two resource man-
agement schemes, namely, fog resource reservation and fog
resource reallocation, are proposed. The transmission latency
is reduced during peak traffic time.

A non-orthogonal multiple access- (NOMA-) based fog
computing vehicular (FCV) network architecture is proposed
[65]. And a reinforcement learning (RL) to tackle with user
mobility is also proposed [66]. The subchannel and power
allocation are optimized via a chemical reaction optimization
(CRO) algorithm and a real-coded chemical-reaction optimi-
zation (RCCRO) algorithm. The results show that the energy
efficiency is maximized while the transmission latency is sig-
nificantly reduced. An integration of user association and
resource allocation is studied [67]. The joint optimization is
a mixed-integer nonlinear program. A Perron-Frobenius
theory is proposed to reduce transmission delay. In addition,
in article [68], a distributed computation offloading and a
resource allocation algorithm are integrated to support
vehicular networks. Since, the joint optimization problem is
nonconvex and NP-hard, a distributed computation offload-
ing and a resource allocation algorithm are proposed to solve
the collaborative computation offloading and the resource
allocation optimization (CCORAO). Accordingly, the com-
putation time is reduced and system utility is improved.

Fog computing

BSs or RSUs

Fog servers

Wired transmission

Wireless transmission

Figure 9: A fog computing model for the vehicular network.
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Despite, providing reduction in transmission time, these
optimization problems are nonconvex and NP-hard to solve.
Thus, supervised learning algorithms need to be employed to
tackle the challenges.

4.2.2. Supervised Learning-Assisted Techniques. Without
prior knowledge about the traffic flow, there must be a hard
problem to deal with the burst increase in the number of
vehicles joining the network system (e.g., during peak time).
Hence, it could be an effectively utilized resource. In this sce-
nario, traffic flows are forecasted. Then, a deep neural
network-based prediction strategy (DNN-PS) is proposed
to forecast the future traffic flow in the vehicular network
[69]. The results of the prediction stage is used as the refer-
ence for the network system to preallocate the radio resource
for the upcoming service requests in the future. However, the
DNN method only has capability to forecast a short-term
traffic flow. The more the network system knows about the
dynamics of traffic environment, the better the resource allo-
cation. Therefore, an LSTM approach-based time-series
traffic-flow prediction is proposed [70]. By adopting the
LSTM, both the short-term traffic flow forecasting and the
long-term traffic flow forecasting are captured. In the practi-
cal scenario, the traffic flow is extremely dynamic. Therefore,
how to obtain the training dataset for training the ML model
is a big challenge. On the other hand, due to the missing data
issue, the ML algorithm can not get the high-accuracy traffic
flow prediction. Then, it leads to wrong resource prealloca-
tion. Not only the vehicles can not use the radio resource at
the right time, but also the network system performance is
not efficient.

An LSTM approach-based traffic flow prediction with
missing data is proposed [71]. Specifically, a multiscale tem-
poral smoothing is adopted to cope with the missing data. In
[72], an LSTM-DNN approach is employed to predict the
vehicles’movement and the parking status. This traffic infor-
mation is forecasted in both a short-term resource allocation
and a long-term resource allocation for vehicular fog com-
puting (VFC). Then, the forecasted results are used as refer-
ences to allocate the spectrum among vehicles via a RL
decision making at the corresponding RSU. The transmis-
sion delay and computation delay are reduced by this pro-
posal. In the work of [73], the authors propose a RL
approach-based radio resource allocation algorithm to con-
sider the future network status. The time division duplex
(TDD) configuration is changed in the training phase. In
addition, the action is chosen to consider the future network
status. The reward for the agent is maximized based on the
results of forecasting. The results outperform in throughput
of the vehicular network. Besides, the packet loss is reduced.

The aforementioned supervised and unsupervised learn-
ing approaches show good performance in latency reduction.
However, in the heterogeneous vehicular network, how to
obtain the training data from the practical scenario faces a
big challenge. Therefore, with the benefits of the DRL
approach, it is taken to deal with this challenge.

4.2.3. DRL-Based Techniques. Due to the lack of training
data, a DRL algorithm is proposed to deal with this challenge.

According to article [74], the wireless transmission band-
width and the computation power contribution among vehi-
cles are investigated. A DRL approach-based contract theory
is proposed to manage these resources to reduce complexity
and to avoid decision collisions among vehicles. In the same
scenario, in the work of [75], a Markov decision process
(MDP) model is used to present the incorporation of the
computation power and the storage resource. Perception-
reaction time (PRT) is the time consumption for safe driving
reaction. A proposal of a DRL algorithm-based online PRT
optimization is represented. The incorporation between the
information-centric networking (ICN) and the fog resource
virtualization is analyzed. The latency reduction is achieved
via this approach. Besides that, a combination of a deep neu-
ral network (DNN) and an actor-critic (A3C) is adopted
[76]. The objective is to effectively utilize computation
power. Thus, the user satisfaction is achieved by latency
reduction.

In another scenario, vehicles are used as fog nodes to
serve mobile users [77]. In practice, vehicles are characterized
by mobility. It leads to a challenge of selecting a suitable fog
node to serve the users. In this article, an effective resource
allocation on vehicles, based on a multiobjective optimiza-
tion, is proposed to serve their own users. Then, the problem
is solved by the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm. In
[78], a resource decision making, based on the Markov deci-
sion process (MDP), is proposed. The approach of software-
defined vehicular-based fog computing (SDV-F) is studied.
From that, the computation power is maximized at the fog
layer. While the end-to-end latency is significantly reduced.
In the same context, a DRL algorithm is used in paper [79]
to minimize task processing time at the fog servers. Further,
the energy efficiency is maximized for the fog computing.
With the support of the fog computing, processing time
and transmission time are reduced compared to the cloud
computing.

In general, a DRL approach-based technique helps to
burst the computation capacity and to reduce the latency
compared to the cloud computing. Even though a better per-
formance is achieved, it still remains the latency issue due to
the burst increase in the number of vehicles. Thus, an edge
computing technique is proposed to achieve a better
performance.

4.3. Computation Power and Resource Allocation in Edge
Computing for the 5G Vehicular Network. An edge comput-
ing is a solution to offload the processing, computing, and
resources from the cloud servers and the fog servers to the
edge servers. The edge servers are deployed more closer to
VUEs than the fog servers. Recently, BSs can be equipped
with edge servers. Accordingly, the delay jitter caused by
the remote cloud and fog computing is reduced [80].
Figure 10 illustrates an edge computing model for the vehic-
ular network. In this network system, there are wireless
transmission methods among V2V, V2X, and wired trans-
mission methods among BSs. At individual BSs, there is an
edge computing server. Thus, an edge computing technique
provides a sustainable and low-cost solution for the vehicular
network.
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4.3.1. Optimization Theory Techniques. An adaptive and
online resource allocation for enhancing user experience
(ARAEUE) is designed [81]. It aims at minimizing the com-
puting loss in the vehicular edge computing network. The
radio and computing resources are researched with the
unknown network states. In addition, a mobility-aware
greedy algorithm is studied in [82]. The amount of edge
cloud resources for individual vehicles is determined by a
software-defined vehicular edge computing. In this model, a
controller has responsibility of task offloading strategy and
edge cloud resource allocation strategy. The success probabil-
ity of total task execution versus the number of vehicles,
vehicular mobility, and completion time limit are achieved
by the proposal. Another method, a dual-side cost of a smart
vehicular terminal, is reduced [83]. The approach is about
offloading decision making and allocating radio resource
according to the results from offloading computation. More-
over, transmitting power and server provision are studied
while the network stability is guaranteed. The results show
the tradeoff between cost and queue backlog. The latency is
achieved by the iterative radio resource allocation.

A uncertainty-aware resource allocation is investigated
[84]. The goal is to assign arriving requests to a BS so that all
the requests are severed on time. It aims at maximizing service
requests on time among BSs under the radio resource scarcity
constraints. The simulation shows the good performance in
radio resource allocation while the latency is reduced. Another
approach is proposed in [85]. A computation offloading pro-
cess is investigated. The minimum assignable wireless RB level
in vehicular edge cloud computing (VECC) is considered to
guarantee the diverse QoS requirements. In addition, the value
density function is studied to measure the cost effectiveness of
allocated resources and energy savings. Then, these problems
are solved by theoretical discovery-based a low-complexity
heuristic resource allocation algorithm. The energy efficiency
is achieved by this approach.

These techniques achieve the good performances in
latency reduction and energy efficiency. However, the opti-
mization problems are nonconvex and NP-hardness. Then,
they are hard to be solved. Then, an ML approach is used
to tackle this challenge.

4.3.2. Supervised Learning-Assisted Techniques. A K-nearest
neighbor (KNN) algorithm is used to select the task offload-
ing platform. It includes cloud computing, mobile edge com-
puting, and local computing. From the selected results of
KNN, an RL model is applied to allocate computational
resources for all VUEs. Thus, the system complexity in non-
local computing is reduced. Besides that, an online RL
approach (ORLA) based on a distributed user association
algorithm is investigated to guarantee the QoS requirement
in the vehicular network [86]. Thus, the network load is bal-
anced while the latency is reduced according to intelligent
radio resource allocation. Similarly, two game theories are
studied [87] to verify the effectiveness of the load balancing
scheme. The proposal of minimizing the processing delay
of vehicles in computation tasks under the constraints of
their maximum permissible delays is analyzed. Then, a
SDN-based load balancing task offloading scheme in fiber-
wireless (FiWi) techniques is designed. Thus, the computing
networks are enhanced while low latency is achieved. The age
of information- (AoI-) aware radio resource management
problem is designed for the 5G vehicular network [88]. A
decentralized online testing at the VUE pairs by an LSTM
and a DRL is deployed. It enables bandwidth allocation and
packet scheduling decision at RSUs. Even though only the
partial network state is observed, without priori statistic
knowledge of network dynamics, the effective resource utili-
zation is achieved by this approach.

A convolutional neural network (CNN) is embedded in
the DNNmodel [89]. It is used to approximate the offloading
scheduling policy and value function. Then, a DRL
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Figure 10: An edge computing model for the vehicular network.
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approach-based offloading scheduling method (DRLOSM) is
designed to not only optimize the number of retransmitted
tasks and cost but also reduce energy consumption. An alter-
nating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is investi-
gated [90]. It is a distributed algorithm. An information-
centric heterogeneous network framework is designed to
enable content caching and computing. The designed net-
work system allows sharing communication, computing,
and caching resources among users with heterogeneous vir-
tual services. Similarly, in the work of [91], a mobility-
aware task offloading, processed by VEC servers, deployed
at the access points is investigated. If there is overload at
one access point, this access point will share the collected
overloading tasks to the adjacent server at the next access
point. It is implemented by a cooperative MEC server sce-
nario on the vehicle’s moving direction. Thus, the computing
and processing delays are reduced while enhancing the vehic-
ular network.

To deal with the hardness in obtaining the training data-
set for supervised learning models, a DRL approach-based
techniques is assigned to cope with the challenge.

4.3.3. DRL-Based Techniques. A Q-learning is studied to allo-
cate transmit power, subchannels, and computing resources
in edge computing [92] for the vehicular network. More spe-
cifically, a SDN-assisted edge computing is designed to
reduce the signaling overhead. The results show the reduc-
tion in system overhead, network load, and spectrum utiliza-
tion. Similarly, a DRL algorithm is applied to participate in
tasks and to select computing servers for vehicles in a collab-
orative MEC computing [93]. Specifically, a model is
designed with MEC servers at both macro-BSs and at edge
nodes. The low-latency reliable services are achieved in the
vehicular network by this approach. Besides that, an offline
training of a RL and deep deterministic policy gradient
(DDPG) is proposed in the work of [94]. The model learns
the network dynamics and then allocates spectrum, compu-
tation power, and storage resource among vehicles accord-
ingly. With the same approach, an MEC migration
framework is studied to reduce computation and communi-
cation load of a MEC server to other MEC servers due to
overload in processing [95]. The computation migration is
done by an adaptive learning technique with a DRL algo-
rithm. These aforementioned approaches guarantee ultra-
reliable low-latency communication.

Recently, UAV-assisted communication is an emerging
topic. The scenario is illustrated in Figure 11. In this approach,
multiaccess edge computing servers are mounted in both BSs,
RSUs, and UAVs. UAVs act as flying BSs in order to provide
connections in the case of broken links among vehicles. A
multi-agent DDPG-based resource allocation in multi-access
edge computing servers is proposed in the work of [96]. The
same as [96], in [97], multiaccess edge computing servers are
equipped in both macro-eNodeBs and UAVs. An offline
learning approach with the RL algorithm and DDPG is stud-
ied. The optimal latency is achieved by managing the spec-
trum, computation, and caching resources. Besides that, the
scenarios of unstable energy arrival, stochastic computation
tasks from VUEs, and time-varying channel state are analyzed

to reduce latency [98]. UAVs are dynamically deployed to
support the computation offloading. Similarly, in the work of
[99], a DRL-based optimal channel selection is proposed.
The objective is to train the network according to the historical
data. Then, it finds the optimal available CR channel in CR-
VANET.

Among the three computing layers (i.e., cloud comput-
ing, fog computing, and edge computing), an edge comput-
ing network supported by AI techniques, especially DRL
algorithms, is considered as the best approach to reduce
latency and to increase energy efficiency in the 5G vehicular
network. In addition, UAV-assisted communication for mul-
tiaccess edge computing is a promising approach to achieve
the diverse QoS requirements in the 5G and 6G vehicular
networks.

5. FDRL-Based UAV-Assisted
Vehicular Communication

5.1. UAV-Assisted Vehicular Network. A drone, known as an
unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), is considered to be an
important element in the Internet of things (IoT) and wire-
less communication in 5G and toward 6G vehicular net-
works. UAVs, equipped with communication devices, are
dynamically deployed to support broadband wireless com-
munication [100]. In a communication scenario, UAVs are
deployed as flying BSs to provide wireless access points to
users. In the traditional vehicular network, including vehi-
cles, BSs, and RSUs, messages are frequently blocked by
neighbor vehicles and buildings. The reliable links are pro-
vided by adding UAVs to the traditional vehicular network;
messages can be broadcasted via line-of-sight (LOS).

Recently, UAVs act as relays to assist vehicular commu-
nication on the highway in case of disaster situations (e.g.,
flood and earthquake) [18]. In this scenario, BSs and RSUs
are damaged and the communication links are broken. Thus,
UAVs with the limited battery are carefully designed to max-
imize the minimum average rage for individual vehicles by
optimizing the UAV trajectory and radio resource allocation.

Wireless transmission
Wired transmission

BSs or RSUs

Edge servers

UAVs

Figure 11: UAV-assisted vehicular communication model.
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Similarly, UAVs are dynamically deployed against jamming
in transportation [101]. In the scenario, vehicles are equipped
with sensors such as cameras and GPS devices. The vehicles
gather the sensing information and sends messages to the
servers via the serving RSUs [102]. Both UAVs and RSUs
received the messages from the vehicles and then the UAVs
decide whether to connect to the servers via the RSUs or
not. A hotbooting policy hill climbing-based UAV relay
strategy is proposed to help the vehicular network resist jam-
ming. The bit error rate of the vehicular message is reduced
and the utility is increased.

An energy-aware dynamic power optimization problem
is formulated under the constraint of the evolution law of
the energy consumption state for each vehicle [103]. In this
scenario, both cooperation and noncooperation among vehi-
cles are investigated to obtain the optimal dynamic power

allocation of the vehicles with a fixed UAV trajectory [104].
Similarly, a deep deterministic policy gradient- (DDPG-)
based resource management in UAVs and macro-eNodeBs
(MeNBs) is investigated [97]. In this work, MEC servers are
mounted into MeNBs and UAVs to cooperatively make asso-
ciation decisions and allocate the proper amount of resources
to vehicles. A DDPG-based spectrum, computing, and cach-
ing resource allocation for vehicles are studied while the
MEC servers acting as learning agents in a RL algorithm.
As an improvement of [97], the work in [96] proposes a mul-
tiagent RL deep deterministic policy gradient (MADDPG) to
manage radio resource and computing power. These
approaches show the good performance in reducing latency
and enhancing network connection.

5.2. Federated Deep Reinforcement Learning-Based
Vehicular Network

5.2.1. Federated Learning Concept. In 6G, intelligent radio
(IR) and self-learning with proactive exploration, such as dis-
tributed federated learning (FL), will be constructed, because
it can deal with the FemBB, EDURLLC, ELPC, and ELPC
QoS requirements in the 6G vehicular network scenario
[105]. A comparison between centralized learning and feder-
ated learning is illustrated in Figures 12 and 13, respectively.
On one hand, in a centralized machine learning model, an
ML algorithm is employed at the server. All the raw data
from VUEs are transmitted to their servers for data process-
ing, computing, and so on. On the other hand, in a distrib-
uted federated learning, an ML algorithm is employed at
the server and the ML algorithms are also employed at VUEs.
Only parameters of the local ML algorithms at VUEs are
transmitted to the server. Then, the privacy is guaranteed
and the latency is reduced, compared to a centralize machine
learning model.

More specifically, FL is a distributed machine learning
technique where multiple vehicles train a common model
by using their own local dataset. The vehicles send the update
parameters of the common model instead of all raw data to
the central server. According to the training method, the FL
can enrich result without sacrificing the privacy of the vehicle
data. The basic steps for a FL technique are as follows:

(1) The central server initializes random parameters or
trains an ML algorithm with its own dataset. From
the training, the global parameters of the ML algo-
rithm are achieved at the central server

(2) In the end vehicle selection, the central server iden-
tifies end vehicles (e.g., VUEs) to be involved in the
model training

(3) In global parameter distribution, after identifying the
end vehicles, the global parameters are distributed
from the central server to the selected end vehicles

(4) In the local training model, the end vehicles train
their own ML algorithms with the received parame-
ters and theirs own generated dataset to calculate
local parameters

ML model Training dataML model TrTT aining data

Figure 12: A centralized machine learning model.
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Figure 13: A distributed federated learning model.
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(5) In local parameter feedback, the local parameters are
sent from the end vehicles to the central server

(6) In parameter aggregation, the central server aggre-
gates all the local parameters from its end vehicles
via an algorithm such as a federated averaging
(FeAvg) method

(7) In global model testing, the aggregated global param-
eters are used to test with the dataset at the central
server. After that, the new global parameters are cal-
culated by the central server

(8) In new global parameter distribution, the central
server distributes the new global parameters to the
end vehicles for local training. The training process
is iterative until the global model at the central server
finds the desirable parameters

5.2.2. Federated Deep Reinforcement Learning. A federated
deep reinforcement learning (FDRL) technique is based on
a DRL model to train collaboratively learning models on
the end vehicles while reducing communications overhead
and guaranteeing privacy. A DRL algorithm with agent α is
given:

Qα
∗ s, a, θαð Þ⟵Qα s, a, θαð Þ + α

h
r + γ max a′f g Qα

� s′, a′, θα′
� �

−Qα s, a, θαð Þ
i
,

ð9Þ

with the loss function

L s, a, θαð Þ = r + γ max a′f g Qα s′, a′, θα′
� �

−Qα s, a, θαð Þ
� �2

:

ð10Þ

Once θα is learnt, the policy π∗ = arg max
a∈A

Qðs, a, θαÞ is
achieved. Then, the FDRL problem is defined by given tran-
sitions (memory) Dα = fsα, aα, sα′ , rαg collected by agent α. It
aims at federatively building policies π∗ for agent α. Note that
states, actions, Q-functions, and policies with respect to agent
α by sα ∈ Sα, aα ∈ Aα, Qα, and π∗

α , respectively. Thus, a new
deep Q-network, namely, federated deep Q-network is
denoted by Qf

Qf θα, θf
� �

= Qα s, a, θαð Þ, θf
� �

: ð11Þ

The state of FDRL is defined as Sα,nðtÞ = fZα,nðtÞg where
Zα,nðtÞ represents a set of request services from vehicles N
= ð1, 2,⋯n,⋯,NÞ. At the beginning of the decision period
t = 0, all the N vehicles receive the global parameters θf ðtÞ
responding toQf from the central server. After that, the vehi-
cles compute their own local models θα,nðtÞ with the received
parameters from the center server, based on the current ser-
vice request Zα,nðtÞ by their own training dataset. Then, each
vehicle sends its computed parameter θα,nðt + 1Þ to the cen-
tral server. The central server aggregates these updates and
averages them via an algorithm (e.g., federated averaging

algorithm) to get a new global parameter θf ðt + 1Þ. Finally,
the center server distributes θf ðt + 1Þ to its vehicles. The
detail training procedure can be seen in Algorithm 1.

5.3. Federated Deep Reinforcement Learning-Based UAV-
Assisted Vehicular Network. In order to achieve the ultra-
reliable low-latency vehicular communication in a highly
mobile multi-access vehicular environment, wireless network
resources must be effectively utilized. On one hand, compu-
tation and processing delay must be reduced to support
URLLC for the vehicular network. On the other hand, data
privacy should be guaranteed in the vehicular network to
support safety application. Thus, a FL technique can be easily
integrated with edge computing to reduce computation, pro-
cessing latency, and privacy for the end vehicles [106]; a joint
power and radio resource allocation with the support of a FL
technique integrated with a MEC scheme is proposed to
achieve ultra-reliable low-latency vehicular communication.
The FL is used to estimate the tail distribution of the queue
length in the network. From the estimated results, power
and the radio resource are allocated to the end vehicles. The
results show that the latency and communication overhead
are reduced, compared to other centralized learning schemes.

The problem of how to obtain training data from the
dynamic environment of the vehicular network is a big chal-
lenge. In addition, in order to reduce latency and communi-
cation overhead while guaranteeing privacy, FDRL is
proposed. Due to the broken communication links in fast
mobility and disaster, UAVs, equipped with communication
devices and other electronic devices, are used to provide con-
nectivities. Recently, there are existing techniques of the
UAV-assisted vehicular network as the aforementioned anal-
yses. Based on DRL algorithms, the UAV networks can solve
the issues not only in obtaining data but also in navigating
the UAVs smoothly in the missions. Further, one of the most
stringent requirements in the vehicular network is ultra-
reliable low-latency communication. Thus, FRDL is applied
to deal with both obtaining training data challenge, reducing
latency, and guaranteeing privacy.

6. Challenges, Open Issues, and
Future Direction

6.1. A Multiaccess Edge Computing in SDN and NFV. In 5G
NR, the vehicular ad-hoc network has characteristics of a het-
erogeneous and large-scale structure. These features make it
difficult to efficiently deploy ML algorithms [107]. Recently,
for the 5G vehicular network, SDN and NFV are proposed
to enable software network functions and networking slicing.
It can cope with the heterogeneous networks and the diverse
QoS services. On one hand, SDN and NFV are technologies
developed to achieve the deserve QoS requirements (i.e.,
URLLC, eMBB, and mMTC) in the 5G NR. On the other
hand, to deal with the requirement in computation capacity,
resource allocation, and storage resource, a multiaccess edge
computing is proposed, which is illustrated in Figure 10. It
can achieve user satisfaction by guaranteeing diverse QoS
requirements in the 5G vehicular network [108]. Moreover,
the 6G vehicular network is with ultralow delay and super-
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high network capacity while the resources are limited. There-
fore, the combination between a softwarelized network func-
tion and a multiaccess edge computing is needed to be
investigated. The approach allows multiplexing different data
traffic patterns. Thus, it should be more investigated to satisfy
the diverse QoS requirements over 5G and toward 6G vehic-
ular networks.

6.2. FDRL-Based UAV-Assisted Vehicular Network

6.2.1. FDRL for the Vehicular Network

(1) FDRL-Based Resource Allocation. Conventional mathe-
matical optimization approaches face challenges of the com-
plex computation and the complex vehicular environment.
In addition, due to the dynamic environment in the vehicular
network, how to obtain dataset for training machine learning
models is a big issue. Therefore, a DRL approach is used and
trained to cope with the lack of dataset. However, to reduce
latency and increase privacy demands, a FL technique that
uses a DRL algorithm in the local training models at the
end vehicles is expected to be a promising technique to solve
the power and radio resource allocation problem for 5G and
toward 6G vehicular networks.

(2) Communication, Computing, and Caching Strategies for
FL. In order to reduce the computation and processing
delay for the end vehicles, an FL approach is integrated
with MEC servers, which deployed the corresponding

BSs, and RSUs are proposed. More specifically, DRL algo-
rithms, which are employed in the MEC servers and in the
end vehicles, are trained for a specific purpose. The com-
munication, computing, and caching strategies for the FL
model needs to be carefully considered to achieve a better
efficient network performance while guaranteeing the het-
erogeneous QoS requirements.

(3) Collaborative Intelligence. The vehicular network
becomes heterogeneous, including vehicles, RSUs, BSs,
UAVs, edge servers and other devices. A FL technique-
based efficient resource allocation strategy among these het-
erogeneous devices needs to be investigated to ensure the
diverse QoS requirements in 5G and toward 6G vehicular
networks.

6.2.2. FDRL for UAVs

(1) UAV Dynamic Deployment. One of the most important
characteristics in the vehicular network is a quite high mobil-
ity. In addition, the deployment of UAVs mostly depends on
users’ behavior. A centralized learning algorithm can help to
collect and predict the users’ behavior. However, it is difficult.
Since the central servers at the UAVs require different data
from different vehicles and due to their resource limitation,
thus, FDRL can be used to cope with these challenges. In this
approach, vehicles can learn by themselves with their own
dataset and report their behaviors to the central servers such
as MEC servers deployed in UAVs.

Input: state space SαðtÞ, action space AαðtÞ, rewardR
Output: θα, θf
Initialization:
1: Central server:

Initialize the global DRL model Qf with random value θf ð0Þ at the beginning of decision period t = 0
2: Local vehicles:

Initialize the local DRL models Qα,n with values θα,nð0Þ, n = ð1, 2,⋯,NÞ
Download θf ð0Þ from the central server and let θα,nð0Þ = θf ð0Þ, n = ð1, 2,⋯,NÞ

: Initialize replay memory Dα

Iteration: For each decision period t = 0 to T do
3: function FLðZα,nðtÞÞ

Local vehicles:
4: while t > 0do
5: for each vehicle n ∈N in parallel do
6: download θf ðtÞ from the controller
7: let θαðtÞ =θf ðtÞ
8: train the DRL agent locally with θα,nðtÞ on the current service requests QnðtÞ
9: upload the trained weights θα,nðt + 1Þ to the central server;
10: observe θα,nðt + 1Þ, n = ð1, 2,⋯,NÞ in Dα

10: end for
11: central server:
12: receive all weights θα,nðtÞ updates;
13: perform federated averaging;
14: broadcast averaged weights θfðt + 1Þ
15: end while
16: end function

Algorithm 1: FDRL.
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(2) Spectrum Allocation. UAVs act as flying BSs and must
assign spectrum resource for VUEs. It forces UAVs to be
dynamically adapted and to serve real-time services. A cen-
tralized learning method may introduce more latency. Thus,
a FDRL technique should be used to dynamically assign the
spectrum resource for VUEs in a real-time scenario. This is
because UAVs can collaboratively generate a prediction
model regarding to the historical spectrum allocation data.

(3) UAV Capacity. Due to the limitation in computation,
storage, processing resources, and energy limitation of the
battery, UAV trajectory planning must be carefully designed.
Moreover, within communication among UAVs (i.e., air-to-
air communication), it requires to share UAVs’mobility and
energy level to each other to more effectively utilize resources
to serve all VUEs. However, due to the privacy concern, a
centralized learning approach can be replaced by a decentra-
lized learning approach (e.g., FDRL) to learn local energy
consumption and predict the future energy consumption.
Thus, it allows UAVs to determine their trajectories.

6.2.3. FDRL-Assisted UAV-Based Vehicular Network. In
order to reduce latency due to computation and processing
missions, MEC servers are mounted in both macro-BSs,
RSUs, and UAVs. Thus, there are 5 main features needed to
satisfy when using a distributed FDRL in vehicular commu-
nication. Firstly, the data gathered by the edge devices (e.g.,
VUEs) cannot be transmitted to the cloud, fog, and edge
servers. Secondly, the training model must be fast due to
the exchanges of parameters between the global model and
the local models (e.g., in VUEs). Thirdly, the exchange
parameters between the global model and the local models
must be fast. Fourthly, the gathered data from the edge
devices are needed to be labeled fast and accurately on the
same devices. Lastly, the edge devices must have enough
computation capacity and storing resources to effectively
train the local data models.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, the recent advanced techniques of the conven-
tional optimization theory, ML, especially DRL-based
resource managements, are reviewed. These techniques are
discussed in cloud, fog, and edge layers to guarantee diverse
QoS requirements in the 5G vehicular network. Besides, a
distributed FL technique, especially a FDRL approach-
based UAV-assisted vehicular network, to provide connec-
tivity while reducing latency, is investigated. In addition, a
mechanism of FDRL-based vehicular communication is pro-
posed. Then, the challenges, open issues, and future direction
in 5G and toward vehicular networks are represented. Firstly,
the analysis of a multiaccess edge computing, combined with
a softwarelization approach, is discussed to point out future
research direction. Then, the challenges and future research
direction for distributed a FDRL technique-based UAV-
assisted 5G and toward 6G vehicular communication are
analyzed and provided. The three main open research direc-
tions are addressed, including a FDRL technique-based
vehicular network, a FDRL technique-based UAVs, and a

FDRL technique-based UAV-assisted vehicular communi-
cation. More specifically, the problems of scheduling, com-
putation power, transmitting power and radio resource
management, and latency reduction should be addressed
when using a FDRL technique-based UAV-assisted vehicular
communication. Secondly, the learning method issues con-
sist of data diversity, labeling, and efficient model training.
Finally, the computing capacity of devices needs to be defined.
In general, all the aforementioned communication challenges
can be taken by ML algorithms, especially DRL and FDRL
approaches. Accordingly, the diverse QoS requirements can
be guaranteed in 5G, toward 6G vehicular networks.
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